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INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
Through the advice of the major professor, Dr. Max F. Dalby,
the writer chose to perform a recital on the clarinet and the alto
saxophone, with emphasis on the saxophone.
In undertaking the preparation necessary to perform a master's
recital, the writer hoped to realize these objectives:
(l)

To become better acquainted with major works for
the saxophone and clarinet, and to develop the
skills necessary to analyze and interpret those
works.

(2)

To improve his performing ability.

(3)

To discover the problems inherent to high level
performance on the saxophone and clarinet.

(4)

To devise methods of teaching best suited to
solving those problems.

This report consists of two major sections; the first will discuss
the recital pieces and their preparation as well as a brief history of
the saxophone and its literature.
methods of saxophone teaching.

The second section will discuss

TilL'

Si\XOPIIONE

Historical Data
Patented by Adolph Sax in 1846, the saxophone has had a relatively
short history as compared to the orchestral woodw inds.

Adolph Sax,

the son of the Brussels wind instrument maker, Charles Sax, was
himself a maker of wind instruments as well as an accomplished inventor.
It may seem ironic to saxophonists that Adolph Sax was a clarine t player.
Unfortunately, he left no account of his discovery of th e
saxophone, but we may imagine that he began by experimenting
in the field of woodwind-brass hybrid s, for instance, trying
out clarinet mouthpi eces on the ophicleide -- which may
shortly be described as a euphonium with padded keys instead
of valves (Baines, 1962, p. 142).
According to Baines (1962), the need for an instrument with the
saxophone's qualities was created in the 1840's when the increased
use of chromatic brass instruments had upset the balance between the
brass and woodwinds in French military bands.
Saxophones, by supplying a powerful filling-out reed tone -almost an open air string tone -- would pull the band together,
as the French military authorities immediately recognized by
authorizing their adoption by bands in the year following the
patent (Baines, 1962, p. 14 2) .
Many oth er countries came to adopt the saxophone as a regular
instrument in the band, though Germany has never done so.

In British

bands an alto and tenor saxophone are used regularly, and a baritone
occasionally.

American bands use the alto, tenor, and baritone

regularly, and occasionally the Bb soprano.

It was ultimately from

the military band that the saxophone found its way into the jazz idiom.
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Saxophone lit erature
The saxophone ha s not been endowed with the wealth of lit erat ure
of the other woodwinds because of its brief history, especia lly ln the
orchestral medium.

However, some composers, especially the French,

have scored for the saxophone in their orchestral works.

Thomas ,

Bizet, Saint-Saens, d' Indy and others have written for the saxophone.
Debussy wrote a Rapsodie for saxophone and orchestra, and Milhaud
used the saxophone in the ballet, La Creation Du Monde.

Richard

Strauss incl uded a quartet of saxophones in the orchestra of the
Symphonia Domestica (Westrup, 1960).
Honegger, in Jeanne d'Arc au bucher, used three alto saxophon es
instead of horns, and the English compo sers Walton and Vaughan Williams
have used a sing l e saxophone successfully in some of their works (Baines,
1962).
Solo literature for the alto saxophone has enjoyed considerable
growth and improvement since the beginning of the twentieth century.
Through the efforts of saxophone artists such as Sigurd Rascher and
Marcel Mule, many composers are writing for the saxophone as a solo
instrument .

Composers such as Ibert, Glazounov, Bozza, Hartley, and

Creston have written concertos for the saxophone, and many others have
composed smaller works.
A comprehensive listing of graded saxophone literature compiled
by Fred Hemke is avai l able through H.

&A. Selmer, Inc., and a more

concise list can be found in the book, The Art of Saxophone Playing
by Larry Teal, published by the Summy-Birchard Company.

4

This writer shares the feeling of many saxophonists and teachers
that it is the responsibility of all performers on the saxophone to
help elevate the level of classical performance and thereby encourage
the best composers to continue to enrich the field of literature for
the saxophone .
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PROGRAM NOTES
Adagio from Concerto for Clarinet, K. 622
The composer
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was born in Salzburg in western Austria
in the year 1756.

His father, Leopold

~fozart

was a composer and the

author of a treatise on violin playing.
Young Mozart showed such talent for music that his father drnpped
all other ambitions and devoted himself to educating the boy and

o

exhibiting his accomplishments.
Though he died a pauper at age 35, Mozart left over 600 compositions, including over forty concertos (Grout, 1960).

The Concerto

for Clarinet, K. 622 was one of Mozart's last completed compositions.
The Requiem, left unfinished at the time of his death, is found in
the Kochel index as K. 626.
Analysis
The clarinet enters stating the first eight-measure theme of the
work.

The piano, playing a reduction of the original orchestral score,

repeat s this theme after which the clarinet plays the second eightmeasure theme of the piece.

A brief development section preceeds the

clarinet cadenza.
The clarinet returns playing the first two themes exactly as in
the exposition, with the exception that this time there is no piano
interlude between the two.
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Figure l shows the two principle themes as they appear in the
clarinet part.

":'4:t
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Figure 1. The first and second themes from
the "Adagio" from Concerto for Clarinet, K. 622.
After the piano's repetition of the second theme, the clarinet
develops a short motif which leads the piece to the closing eight
measures, a codetta-like extension ending with the clarinet playing
the tonic note pianissimo.
Preparation
This performer started his playing career on the saxophone, and
while in high school, taught himse lf to play the clarinet with a
saxophone embouchure.

Subsequent training and study of the proper

method of playing the clarinet has been long and often frustrating .
This writer has often wished that he had started on the clarinet and
then transferred to the saxophone, as that sequence appears to be
more effective in terms of positive transfer on playing skills.
The problems in doubling between the saxophone and clarinet are
well known to many woodwind performers.

Basically, the firm l ower

lip and flat chin demand ed by the clarinet embouchure are not transferrable to the saxophone, and converse ly the rounder chin and soft
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cushion lower lip of the saxophone embouchure do not produce a
characteristic clarinet tone.
The uniform resistance of the cylindrical clarinet differs
greatly from the resistance of the radically conical saxophone, especially when playing the bell tones, or lower register.

This, along

with the different angle, size, and "feel" of the mouthpiece demands
that the successful doubler develop precisely the correct "embouchure
memory" for each instrument and learn to make the shift completel y
and instantaneously.
Tonguing poses a problem of adjustment due to the difference
in angle and distance of insertion for each type of mouthpiece.
Curving the tongue slightly upward to tongue on the clarinet, and using
a portion of the tongue closer to the tip than used on the saxophone
produced the most satisfying results.

It should be noted, however,

that the "Adagio" contains no real tonguing problems in itself.

In

fact, most of the phrases are most musically started with the breath
alone.
Another difficulty experienced by this performer was the elimination of the conditioned response of moving the lip and jaw to produce
a vibrato while playint the clarinet.

The vibrato, an integral part

of the classical saxophone sound, is not generally accepted in this
country in classical clarinet performance.

1

Tn this writer's opinion, this is largely due to the fact that
in the culture of the United States, the clarinet vibrato has been
traditionally associated with the jazz idiom and most American
clarinetists prefer to keep as wide a margin as possible between the
two styles. The result has been to eliminate vibrato almost entirely
while performing classical music. Not directly influenced by this
stigma, many classical European clarinetists use vibrato in a most
artistic manner.
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Eliminating the vibrato response while playing the clarinet
was slmply a matt er of concentration and the prob l em seemcu to
diminish proportionately to the amount of practice spent on the
clarinet.

Improvisation and Caprice
The composer
Eugene Bozza is a French composer and conductor who studied a+
the Paris Conservatory, winning first prize as a violinist in 19 24
(Thompson, 1964).

He is a noted composer of many solo works and

studies for the saxophone and other woodwinds.
Analysis
The first part of this unaccompanied work, the Improvi sation, is
a freely composed, short piece, mainly in 3/4 time, and centering
around the key of B major.

As shown in the following example, it is

characterized by an abundance of eighth note triplets and wide
melodic skips .

Figure 2. The opening measures of Improvisation showing
wide melodic skips and the use of eighth note tripl ets.
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The Caprice, as the following example shows, is composed almost
entirely of sixteenth notes in groups of six.

b

b

6

b

b

Figure 3. The first three measures of Caprice
illustrating its style of steady sixteenth notes.
The Caprice, marked allegro moderato, drives without hesitat ion
to an abrupt ending, without any real climax or high point in the
music.

The steady stream of sixteenth notes, often moving chromati-

cally, is reminiscent of Rimsky-Korsakov's Flight of the Bumblebee,
although it is likely that this piece by Bozza was not intended to be
programmatic.
Preparation
Although not technically difficult, the Improvisation presents
some problems to the performer -- specifical ly making the melodic line
flow freely in an improvised style, and executing the many wide skips
in the melody with ease and connectedness.
The challenge of the second movement, or Caprice, is to play

~<ith

a smooth, effortless technique, and to sustain a pure melodic line
through lengthy phrases on a single breath.

This performer found

that keeping the fingers close to the keys, and l earning to "gulp" a
large quantity of air were most helpful in preparing for performance
of the

~;ork.

The use of alternate fingerings as discussed in the second section
of this report also helped to gain technical control in some passages.
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Concerto in Eb
The composer
Al exander Glazounov, who lived from 1856 to 1936, was th e last
in a long line of Russion Nationalistic composers.

Glazounov and

Stravinsky were two of Rimsky-Korsakov's leading pupils, and both
Glazounov and Rimsky-Korsakov worked together to complete Borodin's
opera Prince Igor after that composer 's death (Grout, 1960).
He lived through the years in Russia which saw the
changing of tradition s and the making of epochs. Throughout
his own life he saw and heard composers around him -beginning with Moussorgsky and continuing with Prokofiev
and Stravinsky -- adventurously striking out in new
directions. Yet to all these new styles and sounds he
closed his ears and went his own way, unaffected by the
powerful oceanic surges of musical movements that swept
so many compo sers along in their tide. Glazounov was
certainly no revolutionist, no experiment er (Ewen, 1962,
pp. 141-142).
Glazounov's works for saxophone were written fairly late in his
career .

The famous quartet for saxophones, and especially this

concerto, are evidence of both Glazounov's affinity for and knowledge
of the instrument.

The Concerto in Eb is effec tively written because

it successfully displays the versatility of the saxophone in the
classical idiom.
Analysis
The Concerto in Eb is written in the classic sonata-all egro form
with a brief arpeggiated coda to serve as an ending.

There are four

main themes throughout the work, the fourth being introduced, not in th e
exposition, but in the development as part of the saxophone ' s cadenza.

ll

Although modulation is present in the exposition and development,
most of the work remains in Eb major .

The harmonic structure of the

work is typical of the Classical period, employing few harmonies
outside of the major or minor categories.
Long, flowing melodic phrases are abundant in the piece.

These,

along with lively dance-like melodies and rapid runs, make the concerto a very listenable work as well as a delight to perform.

Preparation
This writer was relieved at his first reading of this concerto
to discover that the technical problems appeared to me minimal,
expecially when compared to !bert ' s Concertina.

This underestimation

of the difficulty of the ••ork became quite apparent in the following
weeks as hour after hour of practice was directed toward the lyrical
phrases, sudden dynamic changes, and subtle nuances in the piece.
The idea that players should practice with musical expression
if they are to perform expressively applies especially to this piece.

l

Listening to the professional recordings of this concerto by both
Marcel Mule and Vincent Abato helped this performer immensely in terms
of musical interpretation and tonal concept.

1
"Musical Expression and High Sc hool Bands" by Max F. Dalby,
The Instrumentalist, September, 1972, discusses this idea i n
detail.
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Caprice en forme de valse
Analysis
This is a light, fanciful piece in 3/8 time for unaccompanied
saxophone .

A general A-B-A form characterizes the work and three

distinct themes and variations of each are present.
The Caprice begins and ends in the concert key of C sharp major,
although there is abundant modulation throughout.

The main type nf

modulation is direct and generally occurs chromatically.
The harmonic movement underlying the melody is regularly ind,,ated
in the melody itself, either through rapid scale-like runs and arpeggios
or through abundant grace note figures .
Many brief climaxes are achieved through the modulation upward
of a recurring motif, usually accompanied by an accelerando and
ending with a high F or E.

The high point of the work occurs nineteen

bars from the end with the saxophone soaring to a fortis simo hi gh r
after a series of three smaller climaxes -- each accompanied by an
acce l erando adding momentum to the one preceding it.

Figure 4. The high point of Caprice en forme de valse,
one of several climaxes achieved through the modulation
up~<ard of a recurring motif.
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Preparation
Bonneau's little Caprice presents some interesting difficulties

for the performer such as playing smoothly in an exaggerated rubato
style and executing wide interval skips with ease.
Precision and smoothness of technique are demanded in every
measure.

This performer soon discovered that keeping the fingers

close to the keys was not only advisable, but imperative in order to
execute the rapid runs and grace note figures with accuracy.
The problem of technical precision is compounded through the
difficulty, if not impossibility, of working with a metronome whe"
there is a marking to alter or restore to the tempo an average of every
four measures throughout the entire piece!
Perhaps the most difficult poor playing habit to correct was that
of changing the jaw and embouchure slightly to change registers.

The

Caprice, with numerous abrupt changes of register, as the foll01;ing
examples show, simply does not allow time for an embouchure change to
bring out the high and low notes.

A.

B.

Figure 5. Two examples of abrupt register change
in Caprice en forme de valse.
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This performer tried to minimize embouchure movement by practicing octave skips and arpeggios while keeping the embouchure set in
one position and by keeping the throat and oral cavity open in all
registers.

The section of this report dealing with intonation dis-

cusses the solution of this problem in more detail.
Because of the style of this work, it is this performer's
conclusion that to play the piece properly it is important that the
saxophonist relax and try to let the musical humor of the piece come
through.
Concertina da Camera
The composer
Jacques !bert was born in Paris on August 15, 1890.

In spite of

the fact that his father objected to his becoming a musician, !bert
enrolled in the Paris Conservatory in 1910 and won the Prix de Rome
with the cantata "Le Poete et la fiie."
In 1937, !bert was appointed director of the Academy of Rome, the
first musician to hold this post.

Other positions held by !bert

during his lifetime were assistant director of the Paris Opera and
director of the combined management of the Paris Opera and OperaComique (Ewen, 1968).
Ibert wrote works, which often tend toward a light style,
including "Divertissement," arranged from his music to the
play "The Italian Straw Hat;" "Concertina da Camera" for alto
saxophone and eleven instruments; and "The Little White Donkey."
The serious Ibert, beginning with his most popular orchestral
work, "Escales," utilizes impressionistic writing and method
in the style of Maurice Ravel.
!bert was a nee-impressionist who was partial to colorful
orchestration, subtle effects, and chords moving in parallel
motion. His writing had clarity, deftness, and refinement;
his technique was self-assured (Ewen, 1968, p. 387) .
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In 1950 !bert paid his only visit to the United States to conduct
a master class in composition at the Berkshire Musjc Center at
Tanglewood.

Ibert died in Paris on February 5, 1962 (Ewen, 1968).

Analysis
The Concert ina da Camera -- which literally means a miniature
concerto to be performed in a small room - - is written in three movements, with no pause between the second and third.

Tempo markings

for the three movements are allegro con mot a, larghetto, and anima t o
malta.

The Concertina, written somewhat in the style of an eight evnth-

century virtuoso solo piece, makes many demands of the performer,
especia l ly with regard to technique.
The first movement begins with a short introduction by the piano,
followed by the saxophone stating the principle theme as shown in the
following example.

Figure 6. The principle theme of the first movement
of Concertina da Camera as introduced by the saxophone.
This theme is then repeated by the saxophone, followed by a
highly chromatic deve l opment section using irregular sca l e and interval
patterns, but maintaining a very regular pu l se with constant l y moving
eighth and sixteenth note figures.

The piano repeats the pr i ncip l e

theme and this section is brought to a close with the saxophone
imitating a short motif.
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The second theme of the first movement is more melodic in nature,
employing longer note values, and gives a fee ling of slowing down -though the tempo remains the same.

m

1 ~-1 ...' ~1 1 r ~ ~ 1' £4
1 i --1 i i~ 1
Figure 7. The second theme of the first movement
of Concertina da Camera.
After a short development using imitation, the piano repeats t he
lyrical second theme accompanied by a moving obligato by the saxophon e.
The first movement comes to a close with the saxophone returning to
the opening theme, and then playing a brief coda.
The second, larghe tto, movement is in 3/4 time throughout.

The

marking, quasi recitative, gives emphasis to thi s mov ement's contrast
to the fast and rhythmical first and third movements.

The saxophone

begins the second movement unaccompanied, playing the theme shown in
this example.

Figure 8. The principle theme of the second movement of
Concertina da Camera introduced by the saxophon e unaccompanied.
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After ten measures, the piano enters playing soft, rich, often
dissonant sonorities in quarter notes against the melody.

The theme

is then developed by the piano until the saxophone re-enters playing a
brief closing statement which is actually a portion of the first theme
of the following movement in augmentation.
The third movement begins without pause with a driving theme
introduced by the piano.

The saxophone enters repeating the theme a

fourth lower, as shown in this example.

Figure 9. The saxophone's entrance in the third movement
of Concertino da Camera, repeating the principle theme a
third lower.
A dance-like motif follows which is developed by both the
saxophone and piano .

The saxophone then plays a brilliant cadenza,

followed by a re-statement of the opening theme in its original key.
A climactic closing section ends the piece with the saxophone soaring
to a high F sharp.
Preparation
This small concerto by Ibert is certainly the most technically
demanding of all the literature this performer has studied.

The

piece contains numerous passages exhibiting the most difficult fingering
comginations of the saxophone -- which are discussed in detail in the
section of this report dealing with teaching the saxophone, under the

lH
heading of technique.

These passages are made especially difficult

because of the rapid tempos, and the style of the piece which demands
rhythmic accuracy and clear articulation.
The writer spent a great deal of his time practicing the difficult
passages with a metronome, often advancing the tempo only one metronome calibration faster after days of practice at the previous tempo.
Because of the abundance of low tones found in the technical
passages, it was especially important that the performer's inst r u,-,en t
be in perfect adjustment at all times.
The low note problems found in this work were partially solv C'd
by this performer ' s changing from the Selmer D mouthpiece to the
Selmer LT (Larry Teal) model.

This mouthpiece, with curved side walls

in the chamber, seemed to help the low tones to respond, though it
appeared to lack brilliance in the upper register.
The use of a saxophone mute of the type introduced to this
country by Marcel Mule also helped to get the low tones to respond with
a greater degree of contro1. 1
The writer also discovered that the low tones on the saxophone
respond best when the embouchure is kept firm, the throat is open,
and the breath support is at its maximum.

1The type of mute this writer prefers consists of three or more
pipe cleaners twisted together and connected to form a circle approximately 2 3/8" in diameter . The pipe cleaners are t hen wound with a
layer of adhesive tape and wrapped with one or more l ayers of cloth
until a thickness of 5/8" is achieved. The advantage of t his style
of construction is that the mute can be adjusted for exact p l acement
in any size saxophone.
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CONCI.liSJONS
In varying degrees, all of the objectives established by this
performer were realized throughout the course of the recital preparation.

The greatest progress was achieved in the analysis and interpre-

tation of music because these were among the writer's least developed
skills at the beginning of the recital preparation.
Through systematic practice, written analysis, and listening to
recordings, this writer developed a concept of musical meaning
higher than before the recital experience.

This new

muc ~

understandin~

will enhance the writer's effectiveness as a teacher, conductor, and
performer because many aspects of interpre tation performed intuitively
and with a certain amount of guesswork in past experience now have a
rational meaning when applied to musical situations.
The recital performance itself was disappointing in many ways.
The most noticeable error occurred during the clarinet piece when
the player's reed stopped responding due to excessive emboucnure
pressure.

Although the writer knew intellectually how to control the

embouchure to prevent the reed from closing off, the high level of
anxiety during the performance, plus a temporary focus of all of the
attention upon one measure of the cadenza, brought about the undesired
response of biting too hard.
This experience proves to this performer that previously learned
responses (biting too hard) are never completely extinguished simply
by learning new responses (playing with correct embouchure), and that
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old responses can reappear during moments of anxiety, or while focusing
the attention upon only one aspect of performance (a difficult technical passage) .
The solution to this problem would have been to reduce the level
of anxiety by scheduling several informal performances of the piece
before the major presentation, and to overlearn -- through more practice -- those measures that would tend to draw too much of the player's
attention from the overall performance.
The implication for teaching beginning students is the need

t~

design patterns of instruction that will elicit the desired respon se
from the very first experience.

The implication for teaching to re-

place previously learned responses with more appropriate responses
arc those already mentioned -- to emphasize the principle of overlearning, and to reduce the level of anxiety during performance.
The effects of anxiety upon performance on the saxophone were
less pronounced because the correct responses on that instrument have
received more conditioning.

However, those few extremely difficult

measures which could just barely be played in practice often were
insecure during the performance because they had not been overlearned.
The goal to devise methods of teaching the saxophone with emphasis
upon the elimination of common playing problems was realized through
the inclusion of a written outline entitled Teaching the Saxophone
in the second section of this recital report.
It is the conclusion of this writer that the recital preparation
and performance have been most valuable, not as ends in themselves,
but as a plateau upon which to add further musical and intellectual growth.
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The writer plans to continue to study the pieces performed on
the recital, as well as new literature, and to take advantage of all
opportunities to perform.

He also plans to continue to develop and

use in his teaching those ideas listed in the outline for teaching
the saxophone .

22
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SAXOPHONE PEDAGOGY
Tone Quality

As with all other reed instruments, the tone quality of the
saxophone is dependent upon:

(l) the performer's tonal concept, (2)

the reed and mouthpiece, (3) the oral cavity and breathing mechanism,
and (4) the embouchure.
The performer ' s tonal concept shou ld be considered the most
important, for this influences his adjustment and manipulation of

·l]

l

of the other factors.
Creati ng the tonal conc ept
1.

Have the student listen to good recordings -- not only of
fine saxophoni sts, but also professional string, woodwind,
and brass players.

2.

Play along with the student on your major instrument, even
1
if your instrument is not the saxophone.

3.

Have the student sing his part with his best singing
voice, and with the correct pitches .

4.

If good equipment is available, record the student's playing
and help him evaluate his tone as heard on the recording.

1
This writer believes that there are qualities such as
intensity and focus common to a well-developed tone on all wind
instruments, and that these qualities are subject to transfer.
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The reed and mouthpi ece
A medium- faced mouthpiece with a medium strength reed is recommended for most students.

Giving the beginning student a reed that is

extremely soft will condit ion him to play with an embouchure that is
too loose, and will lead him to develop an inappropriate tonal concept.
The Se lmer Cor the Selmer L.T. (Larry Teal) mouthpi eces are
recommended by thi s teacher.

Rico or Rico-Royal reeds in 2 1/2 strength,

and Vandoren reeds in medium-hard strength match these

mouthpiec e~

with

the desired resistance.
The function of the embouchure
The embouchure ' s purpose in saxophone playing is to provide an
air-tight seal for the air column as it enters the mouthpi ece, to
provide the proper cushion for the reed to vibrate upon, and to help
control the volume, pitch, and tone of the instrument.
Teaching the proper embouchure
Because playing with virtually any embouchure will produce a
sound on the saxophone, it is extreme l y important that the student be
taught the proper embouchure from his first experience.

It is also

important that the teacher regularly check the student's embouchure
throughout the early playing experi ence.
An approach which seldom fai l s for this teacher is this:

start

the student with the fundamentals of a good clarinet embouchure (say
"EE"-"EU," keep the chin flat).

This will get the jaw away from

pushing up excessively, and will get the corners of the mouth to push
in properly, as well as begin to strengthen the facial muscle s involved.
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Then, unlike teaching the clarinet embouchure, do not insist upon the
rigid lower lip and ext:remely flat jaw, but stress instead pushing the
corners of the mouth inward and emphasize the concept of a large rubber
band pushing evenly about all sides of the mouthpiece.
It has been this teacher's experience that the student will
usually maintain those muscular features of the clarinet embouchure
that apply to the saxophone, and he will naturally relax those feature s
of the clarinet embouchure which do not lend themselves to producing
a fine saxophone tone.
Check points of a correct saxophone embouchure
1.

The top teeth should rest firmly on the top of the mouthpiece
approximately 3/4 inch from the tip.

(A rubber cushion or

layer of tape over the point of contact is recommended.)
2.

The corners must be pushed in.

3.

The jaw should be pulled down.

Have the student sing the

lowest note in his range on an "AH."

4.

Not more than about 1/4 inch of the lower lip should extend
over the bottom teeth.

5.

The cheek muscles should not be puffed out.

If this happens,

return to the "EE"-"EU" of the clarinet embouchure.
The same basic embouchure applies to all the saxophones; however,
the larger instruments (tenor and baritone) will require more of the
mouthpiece in the mouth and will respond with better results with somewhat less pressure about the mouthpiece.

The soprano saxophone requires

less of the mouthpiece in the mouth and needs a slightly firmer
embouchure as compared -to the alto saxophone embouchure.
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The breathing mechanism
Even the finest reed, mouthpiece, and embouchure will produce a
pinched, strained sound if the chest cavity is tight and the throat is
not open and relaxed.
The concept of an open throat can be achieved by saying or singing
"AH" or by yawning.

An excellent device for players who unconsciously

tighten the throat after a few minutes of playing is to tell them to
p lay with warm air.

1

One of the most useful illustrations to teach the importance of
the open throat in saxophone playing is the drawing of a "saxophone" a s
part of the body's own singing instrument.

CHEST

CAVITY

Figure 10 . An illustration of the saxophone as part of the
body's own singing instrument.
The concept this illustration can be used to present is that of
complete openness throughout the entire "instrument."

1
The natural physical response when one breathes on a cold window
pane to "see his breath" is a relaxation of the throat and facial
muscles. The directive to "play with warm air" is most useful
when the student is blowing the instrument, as it is impossible to
say "AH" or to ymm without drastically altering the embouchure.
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Breathing and breath support
As with every wind instrument, the saxophone requires a stab l e,
powerfully supported column of air to produce a rich, full tone .
Before introducing the concept of breath support to the student, it
is important that he knows the proper way to inhale to get the maximum
amount of air to work with.
This can be quickly demonstrated by having the student keep the
chest down and telling him to inflate the lower stomach area as t hough
it were an inner tube.

With a large gulp of air gained in this manner,

the student should then be instructed to "hiss" very intensely to g<Jt
the feel of pushing with the muscles of the abdomen.

The teacher should

make it clear to the student that "breath support" always involves this
concentrated push with the abdominal muscles.
The sheer power of this column of air can be demonstrated by
having two large boys stand on the teacher ' s chest and stomach while
1
the teacher lies on the floor playing a note on the trumpet .

Ton e 9.uality summart
1.

2.

The factors which influence tone quality are
a.

the performer's tonal concept

b.

the reed and mouthpiece

c.

the breathing mechanism

d.

the embouchure

A well-deve loped concept of tone is the foundation for the
effective adjustment, or proper selection of the other factors.

1This has successfully been demonstrated by this teacher on
severa l occasions.
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3.

A mouthpiece with a medium faci.ng used with a med.ium
strength reed produces the best results with most students.

4.

The most effective saxophone embouchure is like a giant
elastic band around the mouthpiece, with equal pressure on
all sides.

5.

The top teeth rest firmly against the top of the mouthpiece,
about 3/4 inch from the tip.

6.

The abdominal muscles must be held firm at all times .

7.

As in good singing, the throat and oral cavity should a11 ·a ys
be relaxed and open.

Saxophone vibrato
The most common type of vibrato used on the saxophone, and the
method preferred by a majority of successful performers, is the jaw
vibrato.

This is produced by moving the jaw in an up-and-down

"WA-WA" motion.

In the developed vibrato the jaw moves about 1/32 of

an inch, but when learning th e vibrato the student should exaggerate
the movement to l/4 inch or more.
Although the vibrato is an integral part of the saxophone sound
it should nev er cover up a poor tone.

Control and desired speed of

the vibrato is acquired just as it is on other woodwind instruments
using other types of vibrato.

The following procedure is recommended

in developing saxophone vibrato.

1

1This method is from the paper "Developing Vibrato" by Dr. Max
Dalby, Utah State University. Some of the language has been changed
so that the procedure fits more closely the jaw vibrato used on the
saxophone.
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Develop the sensation of jaw movement by hnvlng the
student sny "WA-WA-WA-WA" in regular rhythm:

4 _ _,_J~-#j__,
- _,_l~_,_J- -

O<><><>
2.

Bring t he instrument to a playing pos1t1on and cont inue the
regu l ar jaw movements while producing a tone. (The first
attempts at vibrato on the saxophone will produce a wide
and raucous sound. This is the desired effect, and care
should be taken to keep the jaw movement exaggerated.
Attempts to refine the vibrato too soon will result in th e
pulsations sounding thin and "nervous . ")

3.

Assign daily practice on a G scale (one octave) in whol e
notes at ~IM 60 with one pulsation on each quarter value.
Ten minutes each day should be spent on this ascending
and descending scale until pulsations are even and regular .

4.

The second week: speed up pulsations in scale and practice
to two per second at MM 60:

: ~

5.

The third week: speed up pulsations to three per second.
Use other scales

6.

The fourth week: speed up pulsations to four per second
and begin to use vibrato in music with slow meter and
simple rhythms. (Saint Saens' "The Swan," 6/4 meter at
MM 60, is an ideal piece in which to employ vibrato at
this speed.)l

7.

The sixth week: speed up pulsations to six and seven per
second and use until the vibrato is mechanical on all note
va l ues large enough to hold two or more pulsations. The
pulses which were wide and raucous at first will new be
smooth and will eventually become an i ntegral part of the
tone.

1
The tempo indicated is the one most convenient for introducing
vibrato at this stage. This is not to imply that MM 60 be used in
performance of this piece.
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Intonation
Intonation on the saxophone is influenced by:

(1) the student's

abi lity to hear the pitch before he plays, (2) the tension of the
embouchure, (3) knowledge of the intonation tendencies of the saxophone,
and (4) the proper mechanical adjus tment of the instrument.
Training the ear
For a student to play successfully in tune, it is important that
he develop the ability to recognize "in tune" and "out of tune"
intervals and pitches.

To help develop this ability, the teacher may :

1.

Have the student sing his part before playing.

2.

Play the student's part along with him on a well-tuned
piano, bells, xylophone, etc.

3.

Have the student regularly check his pitches on a stroboscope
or strobotuner.

4.

Encourage the student to practice tuning out "beat s " with
another player or his teacher.

The embouchure
Increased experienc e in teaching young saxophonists should prove
to the teacher that a tendency exists for the player to play sharp in
the upper register (fourth spaceD and above) .
of this are:

The most common causes

too much embouchure pressure for the high notes, a dif-

ferent jaw position for each register, and a constricted throat.
A simple check of the embouchure tension is this:
student play a second space A.

have the

While he is holding this tone, touch
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the octave key mechanism, hold it open for a moment and then release.
Too much pressure wi l l sustain only the high A, whi l e too litt l e
pressure will produce only the low A.

If the embouchure pressure is

correct, both tones will sound at the proper times and a perfect
octave will resu l t .
Changing the jaw position while playing is a serious habit and
may take time and patience to correct.

The teacher can detect if this

habit is present simply by watching the student play .

A student with

this trait should constantly be reminded of it, and he should cheLk
his own practice periodically with a mirror.
Often the student needs convincing that notes and intervals will
respond without adjusting the jaw.
be used:

The following demonstration can

As the student blows, the teacher or another saxophonist

s tands behind him and fingers the instrument, playing all the notes
in its range.

As the student who is blowing the instrument doesn't

know when the notes will be high or low, he cannot adjust for them.
(Be sure the student's instrument is without leaks before you try
this demonstration.)
Intonation tendencies of the saxophone
As soon as the embouchure is developed and a certain degree
of control is estab l ished, the saxophone student should be taught
which notes on his instrument are the most severely out of tune.
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The following chart shows some of the out-of-tune notes common to
most saxophones with some mechanical alterations (fingerings) listed
below each .

~

1

Fl-AT
I

0

Open
Low C#

i

iO

co

tJ

Open Open Middle
Low C# Side Key2

sttt.~P

Close Close
Low B Low B

-e-'

0

Close
Low C

Lower 6

SHARP

i~

4

Lower 4,6
or 4,5,6

4,5,6

I

~

Lower

i.o
Cl ose
D key

~

Close Eb or D, or
Use F key only

.Q.

Close Eb or D, or
Close Top Side key

These twelve notes present the most serious tuning problems of
the saxophone section in the band, along with the common tendency to
play sharp in the upper register.

All notes on the saxophone can

be adjusted to play in tun e with a slight increase or decrease in
the embouchure tension, and most notes can be made better in tune with
special fingerings.

Generally speaking, the mechanical alternation of

pitch is preferred when the musical passage is slow enough to permit
use of the special fingering, because any large change in the embouchure will affect the tone quality.

1
This list ser ves only as a general guidel in e and will not be
true for every make of saxophone. Each saxophoni s t , with the aid of
a strobo tuner, shou l d construct a simi l ar l ist unique to the instrument
he plays.
2
The fingering for low C# with the octave key may also be used
although it is often quit e sharp and "stuffy" sounding.
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The student should be reminded that even though the instrument is
tuned to a given pitch in band, only through careful listening and
sensitive adjustment can every note be played in tune.
Mechanical considerations
At best, even the most expensive saxophones have many intonation
problems built in and require diligent listening and humoring of
pitches to play in tune.

Consider then, the problems encountered

by an inexperienced player on a poorly constructed instrument that is
badly out of adjustment.
Some of the mechanical problems may be eliminated by having the
student' s instrument checked at regular intervals by a competent
repairman.

As corks and bumpers wear down, and keys bend throug h

consta nt pressing, the key action on many saxophones becomes too high
causing many pitches to be sharp.

Common trouble spots are the "palm

keys" and the left hand third finger key.
Unles s the teacher is an experienced saxophonist, or a highly
skilled repairman, it is recommended that he does not try to make
any adjustments himself.
Intonation summary
l.

Intonation is influenced by
a.

ability to hear pitches and intervals

b.

the embouchure

c.

knowledge of the intonation tendencies of the saxophone

d.

proper mechanical adjustment
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2.

A corrunon problem is "biting" in the upper register

3.

To correct pjtches a student may adjust the embouchure or
try an alternate fingering.

4.

Saxophones should be checked periodically by a repairman
to correct faulty intonation caused by poor adjustment.
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TEACHING THE SAXOPHONE
Articulation
Position of the tongue
There are perhaps as many systems of tonguing on the saxophone as
ther e are s axophone teachers.

This could amount to a great deal of

confusion if a student seeks the advice of many teachers.

There i s,

however, a good basic starting point for tongue placement on the
saxophone and from there the serious student can, and probably will
make slight adjustments to fit his personal needs.
This teacher has found that a great majority of saxophonists
touch the tip of the reed with a portion of the tongue about l/4 to
3/8 inch back from the tip of the tongue, 1 as illustrated below.
It is from this general position
that the student may adapt a placement
to fit his needs.

For example, a student

with a relatively short tongue may find
that touching the tip of the reed with
a portion of the tongue clos er to the
tip, or even the tip itself, is advantageous.
A student with a longer tongue will probably find an area further back
than the suggested 1/4 to 3/8 inch is more relaxed and comfortable.

1This is true for the alto saxophone.
The larger saxophones
generally require touching the reed with a portion of the tongue
further back (about 1/2 inch) because more of the mouthpiece is
placed in the mouth.
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Regard l ess of the position adopted by the student, these general
guide l ines apply to all tonguing:
I.

The tongue placement shou ld be the most relaxed position.

2.

The tongue should move the smallest distance possible to
achieve the articulation called for.

3.

Regardless of the speed or type of tonguing, the oral
cavity must remain open.

4.

The tongue must move independently of the jaw and other
muscles of th e embouchure.

5.

Since all tonguing is simply the act of releasing an air
stream to set the reed in motion, the student must always
incorporate proper breath support while tonguing.

Entrance of the tone
Perhaps the most important word in discussing entrance of the tone
on any wind instrumen t is SEQUENCE.

It is most important that students,

especially beginners on an instrument, be taught the proper steps in
s tarting a tone, and that this sequence is practiced regular l y until
it becomes automatic in their playing.

The steps in starting a tone in

the proper order are:
1.

Inhale

2.

Set the embouchure

3.

Touch the reed with the tongue

4.

Bring the air stream to the tip of the reed

5.

Release
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Stopping the tone
There are two general methods for stopping the tone.

They are:

(I) touching the reed with the tongue and (2) stopping the air stream.
In musical passages where there is not time to employ the air release
the tongue must be used to stop the tone.
a rapidly tongued passage.
r elease is recommended.

An example of this would be

In all other instances the air stream

To stop or slow down the air stream to end a

musical tone, both the diaphragm and throat are involved.

To su ccess -

fully teach this release, it is often helpful to have the student s ing
a tone on a "la'' or "lao" and stop the tone in a musical manner several

times before trying it on his instrument.

It is also helpful to tell

him to lift and squeeze with the muscles of the abdomen as the tone
is released.

This will insure that the tone will have the required

breath support up to its release, and that the last few seconds of
s ound will not go flat and hav e a think, lifeless sound.
Types of tonguing
Staccato.

Staccato or detached tonguing is best achieved on the

s axophone by using the syllable "too."

It is important to remember

that the tip of the reed is the contact point for the tongue.

It is

a l so important to stress that staccato notes are merely the student's
best long tone cut into many small pieces.
Points to remember in teaching staccato tonguing are:
1.

The tongue must move the shortest distance possible.

2.

Even in the loudest, most rapid passages, the effect of the
tongue must be light-- never heavy or forceful.
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3.

The push of the air must remain constant, especially during
the intervals where there is no sound.

Legato.

Legato, or connected tonguing, on the saxophone i s most

often taught with the "doo" syllable.

In successful legato tonguing,

the tongue is held in a s lightly f l at ter position.

In this teacher's

experience, more of the tongue touches slightly more of the reed than
i n staccato playing .

The same three good tonguing habits mentioned for

s taccato playing apply with equal importance to l egato tonguing.
Common problems and their solutions
1.

Movement of the jaw or throat while tonguing.

Generally this

is an indication that the tongue is moving an excessive
distance inside the mouth, and usually too much of the back
portion of the tongue is involved.
So lut ion:

Have the student say "tootootootoo" rapidly while

holding the correct embouchure position.

Touching hi s own

throat, he can readily feel any movement that is present.
Practice and experimentation will reveal the correct "feeling"
which produces no movement.

Once this is achieved, have the

student tongue on the instrument the same way.
2.

Explosive tonguing, "slap-tonguing," or a tut, tut sound.
These effects indicate that there is too much tongue pressure
aga i nst the reed before the tongue is released.

In the case

of "slap" or tut, tut tonguing, the tongue is s l amming against
the reed to s top the sound.
Solution:

The easiest and least technical solution is for

the teacher to imitate the student ' s sound (exaggerated) on
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the saxophone, then tongue in a musica l manner so the
stuuent can compare.

This is often all that needs to be

saiu, anu the student will make an adjustment himself.

If

more correction is necessary, the teacher should take the
student st ep by step through t he proper tonguing procedure
until he re-learns how to tongue.
3.

Lifeless or thin tone quality in tongued passages .

This is

evidence that the student, involved in tonguing , forgets to
sustain the air pressure and "blow through " the phrase.
Solution:
pattern.

Have the student practice this or a similar
Emphasize the push of air -- held back by the tongue --

in the rests.

a A \Ill r j
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throughout the rests

Articulation summary
1.

In tonguing, the tongue generally touches the tip if the reed
with a portion of the tongue behind the tip.

2.

All tonguing must be relaxed with no outside movement.

3.

The proper sequence is important in start ing the tone.

4.

A tone may be released either with the tongue or the air.

5.

Staccato tonguing employs the "too" sy ll able.

Legato tonguing ,

using slightly more of the tongue, emp l oys "doo."
6.

The teacher should be able to recognize and know how to correct
common tonguing problems on the saxophone.
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Techni c
Hand and finger positions
General l y speaking, th e saxophone is perhaps the eas iest woodwind
to play in terms of technique because there are no holes to cover as
with the clarinet, or no rea lly awkward fingerings as with the obo e
and bassoon.

This may be the reason that s o many t eachers virtually

ignore the young saxophonist ' s f inger and hand positions and l eave the
students to their own devices to deve lop technical accuracy.
Even though the saxophone is comparatively easy to finger, th ere
are some important visual guid e lines to watch in a student ' s playing to
promote good playing habits, and to avoid painful remedial training in
lat er playing experience.
Teaching the proper playing position
The first three finger s of each hand must rest directly above the
key pear l on th e saxophone.

The fingers are curved very slightly around

the i nstrumen t, and th e fingering action s hould occur a t ri ght angles
to the closed pad.
Th e movement of the fing er s should be to quickly "squeeze" the
keys closed and not to " slam" them down.

The fingers must never be

allowed to raise more than about 1/8 inch above the keys, and a ll fingers
must raise the same height.
The left hand palm keys, as their name implies, are played with the
inside of th e hand with the portion of the hand directl y above the key.
The teacher shoul d watch carefully that students do not pull the hand
from its natural position to depress these keys or try to push them with
the fingers themselves.
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The little finger of the left hand must be curved so that the
tjp of the finger touches whi c.hcvcr key is to he depressed.
finger should never lie flat against these keys.

This

Keeping the finger

curved will give it the power to depress the keys of the low register,
and will enable the finger to slide across the rollers with ease.
The first finger of the right hand is responsible for the three
"side keys" on the saxophone.

The movement here is a rocking action

of the wrist, with the hand maintaining as closely as possible its
natural position.

The teacher should watch carefully that the stl'dent

does not lift the right hand excessively to depress these keys.

Car eful

observation by the student himself will prove to him that those keys
can be played with surprisingly little movement of the hand away from
its natural position.

The little finger of the right hand should be straignt to facilitate
its movement across the Eb and C keys.
Two published methods which give clear illustrations of these
playing positions are:

Teaching Woodwinds by Westphal, and The Art

of Saxophone Playing by Larry Teal.
Two other factors important to playing position are posture and
relaxation.

All fingering movements should appear relaxed while the

body position, whether standing or sitting, must be poised and erect.
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Technical problems of the saxophone

Examples 1, 2, and 3.

1

These are perhaps the most combersome of the common fingerings
found in saxophone music.

The problem is simply that of coordinating

both hands to function together.

The challenge is heightened by the

fact that the Ab key closes by spring tension, the Bb key opens wi th
finger pressure and closes with spring tension, and the B and G k<:ys
(first and third fingers respectively of the left hand) close with
finger pressure and open with spring tension .
Solution:

Slow, careful practice has no substitute in developing

the necessary coordination.

Rhythmic accuracy and the complete absence

of any false "grace notes" must be stressed, even at slow tempos.
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Examples 4, 5, 6, and 7.
These are examples of fingering combinations in which the player
moves from a note requiring few keys depressed to one requiring many.
The problem then, is one of developing the necessary coordination to
press and release many keys simultaneously.

1
Although most of the fingering combinations shown in these
examples appear easy to play, they become the most cumbersome problems
in advanced playing if smoothness and coordination have not first been
achieved at slow tempos.
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Solution:

Again, slow and patient practice is import ant.

Proper

finger finger position, proper elevation of the fingers, and "squeezing"
the keys must be stressed.

u
Examples 8, 9, 10, and 11.
These examples show some common patt erns in which the littl e
finger of either hand must s lide successfully across a roll er to
the note change.

~ ffect

The problem is that, for most players, the little

finger has very little coordination and independence of mov ement and
must be trained.
Solution:

The player must practice diligently to develop facility

with th e little fingers.

The tea c her should remind him that the finger

of the left hand is curved, and that of the right hand is held flat.
Practice must be done slowly at first, and can even be done without
blowing the instrument.

Lubricating the littl e finger by stroking the

side of the nose is helpful to achieve a smooth slide across the
rollers.

II
Examples 12, 13, 14, and 15.
Goingto and from the palm keys seems to be a stumbling block in
many player ' s·technique.

This can often be attributed to:

(1) faulty

hand position, (2) the natural awkwardness of th e fingerings, (3) the
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relatively infrequent use of these notes until lat e in the student's
playing

experience, and (4) inexperience in reading leger lines.

Solution:

Emphasis upon the proper hand position, and the correct

points of contact with these keys are perhaps the most important
factors.

Emphasis can also be placed on use of the extreme upper

register in scales, warm-up drills, and choice of literature quite
early in the student's playing experience.

Again, slow practice to

gain facility and coordination is a must.
Alternate fingerings
The accomplished saxophonist, Fred Hemke, once remarked that there
are two kinds of saxophonists -- those who always sit first chair, and
those who don't know their alternate fingerings.
Even though this is an oversimplification, knowledge of and
facility with a lt ernate fingerings on the saxophone can help even the
average player to play many technically difficult passages that seem
impossible with the regular fingerings.
The Side C.

This fingering is used always in chromatic passages

and to alternate B and C.

The side or "fork" F#.

This finger is used excl usively in chromatic

passages and to alternate F and F#.
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The side Bb.

This is the regular fingering taught for Bb.

It

ea n be used to alternate A and Bh, and must be used in the chromatic
sca le and to alternate Bb and C.

s

s
The Bis Bb.

This fingering is most useful when an A - Bb or

G - Bb change is required.

It should not be used when Bb i s fo llm<ed

or preceded by a B or C.

The l - 4 Bb.

The "first .finger o.f each hand" fingering is used

when Bb is followed or preceded by an F.

It can also be used when a

rapid B to Bb is needed .

The 1 - 5 Bb.

This fingering is used to rapidly alternate between

A# and F#.

1-s

1-5

The alternate high E.

1-s

1-5

•-s

1-s

1-s

This fingering enab le s the player to move

from high C or C# to high E with comparative ease.
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The alternate high F.

Thi s fingering is most useful in the

alternation between high C and F, as in the F major arpeggio.

The

st ud ent must gain facility with this fingering if he is to play hi gh
Fff and G with special fingerings.
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Methods for technique development
Because the talented saxophonist is rarely challenged in t en..s of
technique in the band music he plays, it is very important that his
teacher direct him to a systematic s tudy of technique early in the
training experience.
for the saxophone.

The following is a brief list of graded method s
A more complete list may be found in the book,

The Art of Saxophone Playing by Larry Teal.
Beginning
Hovey - Elementary Method for Saxophone, Rubank, grade
Gekeler-Hovey - Saxophone Method (Vol. 1), Belwin, I
Cailliet- ~lethod for Saxophone (Vol. l), Selwin, I
Intermediate
Skornicka - Intermediate Method, Rubank, II
(follows the Hovey Elementary Method)
Gekeler-Hovey - Saxophone Method (Vol. II), Selwin, II
(follows the Gekeler method, vol. I)
Cailliet - Method for Saxophone (Vol. II), Belwin, II
(follows Cailliet method, vol. I)
Hovey - Daily Exercises for Saxophone, Selwin, II-IV
Voxman- Advanced Method for Saxophone (Vol. I), Rubank, III
(follows Skornicka Intermediate Method)
Klose - 25 Daily Exercises, Fischer, III-IV
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Advanced
Voxman- Advanced Method for Saxophone (Vol. II), Rubank, IV
(follows Voxman, vol. T)
Voxman ~ Selected Studies, Rubank, IV
Teal - The Saxophonist ' s Workbook, University Music Press, III-V
Saxophone technic summary
1.

Teaching the proper hand and finger positions from the beginning le sson can eliminate difficult remedial training.

2.

The student should be taught to use a firm "squeeze" when
depressing the keys, never a "slap" or "jerk."

3.

Pract ic e slowly and never sacrifice rhythmic accuracy fo r
speed .

4.

The metronome is a most useful tool.

All saxophonists should develop facility with, and usc all
alternate fingerings when they apply.

5.

Saxophonists rarely develop advanced technique from their
parts in band music.
is recommended.

Study in one of the fine methods available
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